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№ Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment Explanation/Comment
1 FYEG 1 add On Indigenous people’s

rights in Europe
On various Indigenous people’s rights in
Europe

There is no formal UN definition for an
indigenous people, and as we see the
resolution not striving to be a possibly
complete list of people from indigenous
cultures or peoples living in Europe, it is
better to clarify we do not claim the topic to
be conclusively dealt with in this resolution.

2 GroenLinks 1 delete On Indigenous people’s
rights in Europe

On Indigenous people’s rights The resolution mentions territories that are
not located in Europe

3 FYEG 5 add through the exploitation
of natural resources

through the exploitation of natural
resources, the power imbalance
during the current Climate
negotiations

Let's add the specific point where indigenous
and front-line communities have been
struggling in our Green policy field.

4 FYEG 13 add The rights and usages of other
populations of Pacific Islands under French
administration such as Tahiti or Wallis and
Futuna are also recognized.

Amendment negotiated with EELV.

5 GroenLinks 67-68 replace and protect all indigenous
people living in Europe
but also affect European
development aid and
extractive companies
based in Europe.

and protect all indigenous people living in
European countries but also affect
European development aid and extractive
companies.

Not all territories of European countries are
part of Europe

Amendments to draft resolution on Indigenous people’s rights in Europe
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6 FYEG 69 add The EGP believes that indigenous peoples

should speak for themselves, including
within the green mouvement. This is why
the EGP asks the committee to work on
associating Sámis to the EGP by inviting
Sámi speakers to EGP councils, sending a
green delegation to the next Sámi
conference (Trondheim 2017) or any
other mean it sees fit.

Amendment negotiated with EELV.


